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Preface

This expert opinion has been issued at the request of the Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services (Commissie van Toezicht op de Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdiensten, CTIVD), which is performing an investigation into the multilateral exchange of data pertaining to (alleged) jihadists by the General Intelligence and Security Service (Algemene Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst, AIVD). The authors of the expert opinion were given the opportunity to exchange ideas about this matter with the CTIVD in various phases of the preparation of this opinion.

The CTIVD has asked the authors to answer a number of legal questions pertaining to the creation of a specific database used in the cooperation between European security services, and of which the server is located in the Netherlands. These questions are in essence the following:

1. To which standard of responsibility does the non-binding, informal cooperation envisaged by the security services lead?
2. Do the individuals whose data are being processed fall within the jurisdiction of the participating States, i.e. do these States have human rights obligations towards the individuals involved?
3. Which safeguards must be provided for with respect of the data processing in, and the administration of, the database?

This opinion is not geographically limited: it is relevant to the exchange of data with all States, including States that are not members of the European Union/Council of Europe.

Methodologically, this opinion is based on the current legal state of affairs in general international public law and international and European human rights law (ECHR), namely the doctrines of jurisdiction and liability, supplemented with sector-specific insights from information and data protection law. All this reflects the combined expertise of the authors of this expert opinion.

The authors have also given attention to the extensive EU regulations and EU case law with regard to data protection, namely as far as the development of the appropriate normative framework is concerned. However, the EU law, in view of the exception for national security, is not formally applicable to the transfer of data between intelligence and security services, at least not in the general sense.

The expert opinion does not contain an exhaustive analysis of the questions presented, but rather aims at offering a basis for further reflection and in-depth exploration.
1. **To which form of responsibility does the non-binding, informal cooperation envisaged by the security services lead?**

The CTIVD asked the authors how the concept of ‘legal responsibility’ relates to the non-binding, informal nature of the cooperation between the security services (gentlemen’s agreements). This question also implies the issue of whether legally binding agreements are required to achieve a definition of responsibilities.

There is no case law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) pertaining to data and power sharing on the basis of informal partnerships. ECtHR States are not forbidden from striving for international cooperation. On the contrary, international cooperation serves in principle a legitimate purpose, and the principle is therefore also that international cooperation must be encouraged. However, relevant case law of the ECtHR shows that the States are forbidden from setting up an international cooperation structure so that it adversely affects individuals. To adequately safeguard human rights, the international cooperation structure must provide for legal protection that is at least equivalent—albeit not identical—to the protection normally offered by the ECHR.

When various States make informal agreements about data sharing (if no distinct legal entity is created, and in the absence of specific agreements on responsibility by one or more States), the administration of the database is in principle a **joint responsibility** of the participating States. This can result in **joint liability** in the event of potential violations. International law remains silent on the precise nature of joint liability, and has therefore no specific preference for joint and several liability. However, we do need to take into account in that regard that joint and several liability was developed in national law to accommodate ‘weaker’ parties. Victims of violations committed by multiple parties, which are potentially mutually linked to each other, cannot be disadvantaged by the complicated legal relationships these parties have with each other. The victims have therefore the right to turn on one of these parties for the full damage or in this case violation. In view of the rationale for the use of the joint and several liability principle – protection of the weaker party – it can be argued that this principle is also appropriate in data protection law. After all, this law protects the individual, who can be considered the weaker party in comparison to the State, and a fortiori in comparison to multiple cooperating States.

A special duty of care applies for the State on whose territory the (server of the) database is located. The authors understand that the AIVD administers the database in the present structure. As the Netherlands actually exercises more significant control and influence on the data processing as the host State, it will also have a more extensive responsibility. European courts could rule that the services involved are active as controllers or as processors in the context of data protection, and are therefore bound by data protection law.
2. **Do the individuals whose data are being processed fall within the jurisdiction of the participating States, i.e. do these States have human rights obligations towards the individuals involved?**

In accordance with the ECHR system, States have only human rights obligations towards individuals when the latter fall within the jurisdiction of the State (Article 1 of the ECHR). In the context of the ECHR, the question about jurisdiction precedes the question about liability/responsibility of the State.

The ECHR has not yet specifically given its opinion on the question of, and to what extent, data contained in a common database fall within the jurisdiction of the State on whose territory the server is located. Existing case law nevertheless shows that a violation of privacy safeguards taking place on the territory falls within the jurisdiction of that territory’s State. It is not important in that regard that the relevant data pertain to persons situated outside the territory. All this means that violations relating to data stored in a database located on the territory of the Netherlands can in principle fall within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands. The Netherlands can qualify or limit its responsibility for potential violations by transferring powers to, or sharing them with, other parties (supra). In that case, the violations will still fall within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands, but the responsibility is being shared with other States. As stated above, the Netherlands can nevertheless have a special administrative responsibility that other States do not have.

The second question concerning jurisdiction is whether the data uploaded to the database by the participating States fall within the jurisdiction of the administrator, irrespective of what happens to the data afterwards. In other words, the question is whether the Netherlands, as a potential administrator, can be held responsible for the quality of the data supplied by the participating States. In principle, the individuals to whom the data pertain do not fall within the jurisdiction as the Netherlands does not exert control over them. However, the responsibility of the Netherlands can nevertheless be compromised when the Netherlands permits ‘contaminated’ data to be uploaded to the database, and in this way facilitates violations committed by other States. To prevent responsibility, the Netherlands must, as the administrator of the database, refuse data uploads by a State when these data have manifestly been gathered in an unlawful manner, or the Netherlands must at the least refrain from further processing or using these data intelligence process. Hence, the principle of legitimate expectation that governs the data exchange between security services does not apply unimpaired. It is being qualified by a special duty of care.

The third question pertaining to jurisdiction is whether data in the database fall within the jurisdiction of the other participating States. In so far that these States commit acts in respect of data in this database, they have an impact on persons to whom these data pertain, and these persons therefore fall within their jurisdiction. The relevant jurisdiction test for such a situation of ‘virtual control’ is: does the State have effective control over the digital infrastructure, and therefore an impact on the data? We have already stated above that violations committed within the context of a partnership between security services can result in joint responsibility.
3. Which safeguards must be provided for with respect of the data processing in, and the administration of, the database?

Data protection law has a general framework that is laid down namely in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), in Convention 108 of the Council of Europe, and in the Charter of fundamental Rights of the European Union. The relationship between the ECHR and the Charter is provided for in Article 52, paragraph 3, of the Charter, in which is provided as follows: ‘In so far as this Charter contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention. This provision shall not prevent Union law providing more extensive protection.’

Sector-specific instruments such as the General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679), the Directive on the protection of personal data being processed in the context of law enforcement and judicial activities (2016/680) or the Europol Regulation (2016/794) do not apply to the activities of national security services. Convention 108 of the Council of Europe also has limited significance in this context due to the grounds for exception included therein.

The general provisions in respect of data protection in Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter and Article 8 of the ECHR are subject to extensive case law. We can deduct from this case law that general principles of data protection law remain relevant in the context of national security and consequently also for multilateral data exchanges, as has already been indicated in the answers to the preceding questions. These principles, which usually correspond with what is known as ‘Fair Information Practices’ (FIPs, as developed within the framework of the OECD), are also present in the aforementioned sector-specific regulations that as such exclude national security. The review of European Courts indicates that, in the context of national security, these principles are applicable and limitations thereto must pass the customary test of proportionality.

In the context of the underlying questions, this therefore concerns aspects and preconditions, among others, such as:
- data processing must be linked to a specific purpose and not go further than necessary (data minimisation);
- the quality and security of the data must be safeguarded;
- rights of data subjects must be observed;
- functional approach (e.g. there where it concerns the responsibilities for the responsible party as well as the processor);
- the requirement of necessity/proportionality is also aimed at elements such as retention periods, the nature of the data (more or less sensitive), subsidiarity, and the use of methods that are ‘state-of-the-art’.

Moreover, data protection law places a special emphasis on independent oversight and transparency. Data processing in the context of national security without oversight is not compatible with the fundamental law frameworks. While the ECHR case law has independently developed the need for oversight, the EU Charter explicitly prescribes independent oversight in respect of data protection in Article 8, paragraph 3. (We do not offer an opinion on whether there is also EU case law pertaining to national security. This is not relevant in view of the effect of the ECHR case law via Article 52, paragraph 3, of the EU Charter). Multilateral information exchange must therefore comply with the same principles. With due regard for the existing sector-specific law, it is reasonable to assume that oversight responsibilities in respect of multilateral cooperation must be along the same lines in order to be able to pass the review of the courts.
Therefore, the general safeguards in data protection law that can be derived from the case law, including those as elaborated in rules not applicable as such to national security, are guidelines for the testing of data processing in the context of national security. More extensive substantiations of the relevant responsibilities can be found in literature.
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